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Abstract. We extend the description Horn logic DHL [5], which is a fragment of
the description logic SHI, to a fragment EDHL of the context-free description logic
with inverse roles ALCIcf . We show that the instance checking problem in EDHL
has PTime data complexity. Combining EDHL with Datalog we obtain the query
language EDHL-Datalog with PTime data complexity. We introduce and study
also the general description Horn logic GDHL, which extends EDHL-Datalog by
allowing the constructor ∃R.C to appear in the right hand side of terminological
inclusion axioms and using definite logic programs instead of Datalog programs.

1 Introduction

Description logics (DLs) are a family of knowledge representation languages which can be
used to represent the terminological knowledge of an application domain in a structured
and formally well-understood way [2]. They are usually designed as decidable fragments of
first-order logic. The logical formalisms of OWL (Web Ontology Language), recommended
by W3C, are based on description logics.

Description logics represent the domain of interest in terms of concepts, individuals,
and roles. A knowledge base in a DL is a tuple (R, T ,A) consisting of an RBox R of role
axioms, a TBox T of terminological axioms, and an ABox A of facts about individuals
(objects) and roles. The instance checking problem in a DL is to check whether a given
individual a is an instance of a given concept C w.r.t. a knowledge base (R, T ,A). This
problem in the basic description logic ALC (with R = ∅) is ExpTime-complete [17].
From the point of view of deductive databases, A is assumed to be much larger than
R and T , and it makes sense to consider the data complexity, which is measured when
the query specified by R, T , C and a is fixed, while A varies as input data. The data
complexity of the instance checking problem in the description logics ALC and SHIQ is
coNP-complete [16, 7].

A number of (Horn) fragments of DLs with PTime data complexity (for instance
checking or conjunctive query answering – a problem more general than instance check-
ing) have been studied, e.g., in [5, 7, 3, 8, 9, 15, 14]. All of these fragments assume some
restrictions, for example:

– the constructor ∀R.C is completely disallowed in the fragments with PTime data
complexity studied in [3, 8, 9, 15] and is disallowed in the left hand side of termi-
nological inclusion axioms of the description Horn logic DHL [5] and the fragment
Horn-SHIQ [7];

– the constructor ∃R.C is disallowed in the right hand side of terminological inclusion
axioms of DHL [5] and in the left hand side of terminological inclusion axioms of the
fragments with PTime data complexity studied in [3].
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The works [5, 7] allow role axioms of the form R v S (hierarchy) or R ◦R v R (transi-
tivity), where R and S may be inverse roles. The work [14] and the fragment with PTime
data complexity studied in [9] allow complex role axioms of the form R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rk v S,
where R and S are atomic roles, and require that the considered RBox is “regular”. The
fragments with PTime data complexity studied in [3, 8, 15] do not allow transitive roles
and complex role axioms.

In this paper we extend the description Horn logic DHL, which is defined in [5] as a
fragment of the description logic SHI, to a fragment EDHL of the context-free description
logic with inverse roles ALCIcf . This fragment allows complex role axioms of the form
R1 ◦ · · · ◦Rk v S, where R and S may be inverse roles. It does not require any additional
restrictions on the form of the RBox. Similarly as for DHL, we assume that the constructor
∀R.C is disallowed in the left hand side and the constructor ∃R.C is disallowed in the
right hand side of terminological inclusion axioms of EDHL. These restrictions allow us
to translate a knowledge base in EDHL into a Datalog program. As a consequence, we
have the result that the instance checking problem in EDHL has PTime data complexity.

Combining DLs with rules of predicate logic in order to represent knowledge about
the domain not only in terms of concepts and roles but also using predicates of any arity
was studied in a number of works, e.g., [10, 13, 11, 4]. The works [10, 13, 4] do not study
cases with PTime data complexity. The work [11] gives a case when answering a query
to a combined knowledge base has PTime data complexity. It involves the description
logic DL-Lite (like the one studied in [3]) and stratified logic programs.

Extending EDHL with Datalog (a first-order query language) we obtain the combined
formalism EDHL-Datalog with PTime data complexity. We introduce also a formalism
called the general description Horn logic GDHL, which extends EDHL-Datalog by al-
lowing the constructor ∃R.C to appear in the right hand side of terminological inclusion
axioms and using definite logic programs instead of Datalog programs. Answering a query
to a knowledge base in GDHL is reduced to answering a query to a definite logic program,
for which advanced methods can be used.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give notation and
semantics for the description logic ALCIcf . In Section 3 we present a translation from
ALCIcf into predicate logic. In Section 4 we introduce the extended description Horn
logic EDHL and analyze its data complexity. In Section 5 we study the formalism EDHL-
Datalog and its data complexity. In Section 6 we study the extension GDHL. Section 7
concludes this work.

2 Context-Free Description Logic with Inverse Roles

In this section we give notation and semantics for the context-free description logic with
inverse roles ALCIcf . Given a finite set RNames of role names, let RNames− = {r− |
r ∈ RNames} be the set of inverse roles. A role of ALCIcf is any member of RNames ∪
RNames−. We use letters like R and S for roles, letters like A and B for concept names,
and letters like a and b for individual names. (We refer to A and B also as atomic concepts,
and to a and b as individuals.) We use C and D for arbitrary concepts (defined below).

Concepts in ALCIcf are formed using the following BNF grammar:

C ::= > | ⊥ | A | ¬C | C u C | C t C | ∀R.C | ∃R.C

An interpretation I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 consists of a non-empty set ∆I , the domain of I,
and a function ·I , the interpretation function of I, that maps every concept name A to



a subset AI of ∆I , maps every role name r to a binary relation rI on ∆I , and maps
every individual name a to an element aI ∈ ∆I . The interpretation function is extended
to interpret all ALCIcf concepts and roles as shown in Figure 1.

>I = ∆I ⊥I = ∅ (¬C)I = ∆I \ CI (r−)I = (rI)−1

(C uD)I = CI ∩DI (C tD)I = CI ∪DI

(∀R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y [ (x, y) ∈ RI implies y ∈ CI ]}

(∃R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y [ (x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ CI ]}

Fig. 1. Interpretation of complex concepts and roles.

An interpretation I satisfies a concept C if CI 6= ∅, and validates a concept C if
CI = ∆I . Clearly, I validates a concept C iff it does not satisfy ¬C.

A TBox is a finite set of terminological axioms of the form C v D or C .= D. An
axiom of the form C v D is called a terminological inclusion axiom. An interpretation
I is a model of a TBox T if for every axiom C v D (resp. C .= D) of T , we have that
CI ⊆ DI (resp. CI = DI).

An ABox is a finite set of assertions of the form A(a) (concept assertion) or R(a, b)
(role assertion). In [6], such an ABox is said to be extensionally reduced. An interpretation
I is a model of an ABox A iff aI ∈ AI (resp. (aI , bI) ∈ RI) holds for every assertion
A(a) (resp. R(a, b)) of A.

A (context-free) RBox is a finite set of role axioms of the form R1 ◦ . . .◦Rk v S where
k ≥ 0 and the left hand side stands for the identity relation id if k = 0. An interpretation
I is a model of an RBox R iff RI1 ◦ . . . ◦RIk ⊆ SI for every role axiom R1 ◦ . . . ◦Rk v S
of R.1

A knowledge base in ALCIcf is a triple (R, T ,A) consisting of an RBox R, a TBox
T and an ABox A. We say that an interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base
(R, T ,A) if it is a model of R, T and A. An individual a is an instance of a concept C
w.r.t. (R, T ,A), write (R, T ,A) |= C(a), if aI ∈ CI for every model I of (R, T ,A).

Example 1. Consider the binary tree specified by the following ABox, where L(x, y)
stands for “y is the left child of x”, and R(x, y) stands for “y is the right child of x” :

A = {root(a), L(a, b), R(a, c), L(b, d), R(b, e),middle level(b)}

The tree is illustrated below:
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d e

1 The composition R ◦ S of binary relations R and S is {(x, z) | ∃y [R(x, y) ∧ S(y, z)]}.



Let R be the RBox consisting of the following role axioms

L v S id v T
R v S S− ◦ T ◦ S v T

Intuitively, using the “minimal model semantics” this RBox defines S and T to be
the roles such that S(x, y) means y is a child of x, and T (x, y) means x and y are at the
same level of the considered tree. (Clearly, R is not regular [14].)

Let T be the TBox consisting of the following terminological axioms:

∃T.∃S.> v inner level (1)
middle level v ∀T.middle level (2)

root v on left path (3)
∃L−.on left path v on left path (4)

Axiom (1) states that if an object x is connected via T to an object y that is connected
via S to a certain object then x is at a inner level. That is, if x is at the same level as y
and y is not a leaf then x is at a inner level. We have that a, b and c are at a inner level.
Note that ∃T and ∃S are not second-order quantifiers but “existential restrictions” of
description logic. Axiom (2) states that if x is at the middle level then every object that
is at the same level as x (i.e. related with x via T ) is also at the middle level. It can be
shown that c is an instance of concept middle level w.r.t. the knowledge base (R, T ,A).
This means that c is at the middle level of the tree. Axiom (3) states that the root of the
tree is on the left path. Axiom (4) states that if x is the left child of y and y is on the
left path then x is also on the left path. It can be seen that a, b and d are instances of
concept on left path w.r.t. the knowledge base (R, T ,A). C

3 Translating ALCIcf to Predicate Logic

We assume that the reader is familiar with predicate logic. We recall here only the def-
inition of interpretation. An interpretation I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 for predicate logic consists of
a non-empty set ∆I , the domain of I, and a function ·I , the interpretation function of
I, that maps every constant symbol a to an element aI ∈ ∆I , maps every k-ary function
symbol f to a k-ary function fI : (∆I)k → ∆I , and maps every k-ary predicate p to a
k-ary relation pI ⊆ (∆I)k.
ALCIcf can be treated as a sub-logic of predicate logic. An individual corresponds

to a constant symbol, a concept name corresponds to a unary predicate, and a role name
corresponds to a binary predicate. The symbols ¬, u, t, v, .= of ALCIcf correspond,
respectively, to the symbols ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ≡ of predicate logic. The standard translation π
translates an assertion, a terminological axiom or a role axiom of ALCIcf into a formula
of predicate logic as follows:

π(A(a)) = A(a)

π(r(x, y)) = r(x, y)
π(r−(x, y)) = r(y, x)

π(C v D) = ∀x [πx(C)→ πx(D) ]
π(C .= D) = ∀x [πx(C) ≡ πx(D) ]



πx(>) = >
πx(⊥) = ⊥
πx(A) = A(x)

πx(¬C) = ¬πx(C)
πx(C uD) = πx(C) ∧ πx(D)
πx(C tD) = πx(C) ∨ πx(D)
πx(∀R.C) = ∀y [π(R(x, y))→ πy(C) ]
πx(∃R.C) = ∃y [π(R(x, y)) ∧ πy(C) ]

π(id v S) = ∀xS(x, x)

and π(R1 ◦ . . . ◦Rk v S) is defined to be

∀x0 . . . ∀xk [π(R1(x0, x1)) ∧ . . . ∧ π(Rk(xk−1, xk))→ π(S(x0, xk)) ]

For a set Γ of role axioms, terminological axioms and assertions, let

π(Γ ) =
⋃
ϕ∈Γ

π(ϕ)

The standard translation π transforms a knowledge base (R, T ,A) in ALCIcf to the
set π(R∪ T ∪ A) of formulas in predicate logic.

Lemma 1. Let (R, T ,A) be a knowledge base in ALCIcf , C be a concept, and a be
an individual. Then (R, T ,A) |= C(a) iff π(R ∪ T ∪ A) ∪ {¬πa(C)} is unsatisfiable in
predicate logic.

Proof sketch. Let I be an arbitrary interpretation of ALCIcf , D be a concept, and
x ∈ ∆I . It is straightforward to prove by induction on the structure of D that x ∈ DI
iff I |= πx(D). By the semantics of ALCIcf , it follows that I is a model of (R, T ,A) iff
I |= π(R∪ T ∪ A). The assertion of the lemma is an immediate consequence. C

4 The Extended Description Horn Logic EDHL

In this section we extend the description Horn logic DHL, which is defined in [5] as a frag-
ment of the description logic SHI, to a fragment EDHL of the description logic ALCIcf .
We show that the instance checking problem in EDHL has PTime data complexity.

Let Ch be the family of concepts formed using the following BNF grammar:

Ch ::= A | Ch u Ch | ∀R.Ch

Let Cb be the family of concepts formed using the following BNF grammar:

Cb ::= A | Cb u Cb | Cb t Cb | ∃R.> | ∃R.Cb

An EDHL terminological axiom has the form Cb v Ch or > v ∀R.Ch, where Cb ∈ Cb

and Ch ∈ Ch (the subscripts b and h stand for body and head, respectively).
An EDHL TBox is a finite set of EDHL terminological axioms.
A knowledge base in EDHL is a triple (R, T ,A) consisting of an RBox R, an EDHL

TBox T and an ABox A.



Concerning the instance checking problem (R, T ,A) |= C(a), the extended description
Horn logic EDHL restricts to EDHL knowledge bases (R, T ,A) and concepts C ∈ Cb.
We study EDHL through a translation into the Horn fragment of predicate logic. We first
recall basic definitions for this fragment.

A program clause (in predicate logic) is a formula of the form

∀x1 . . . ∀xk (P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ph → Q )

where P1, . . . , Ph, Q are atomic formulas, h ≥ 0, and x1, . . . , xk are all the variables
occurring in the formula (P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ph → Q). The atomic formula Q is called the head
and the conjunction P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ph is called the body of the clause.

We usually write program clauses without quantifiers.
A definite logic program (in predicate logic) is a finite set of program clauses.
A program clause is called a Datalog program clause if it does not contain function

symbols and is range-restricted in the sense that every variable occurring in the head
occurs also in the body of the clause.

A Datalog program is a finite set of Datalog program clauses.

Example 2. Consider the following EDHL terminological axiom

∃r.(B1 t (B2 u ∃r.>)) v A u ∀r−.A

Applying the standard translation to this axiom results in

∀x
[
∃y[r(x, y) ∧ (B1(y) ∨ (B2(y) ∧ ∃z(r(y, z) ∧ >)))]
→ [A(x) ∧ (∀u(r(u, x)→ A(u)))]

]
which is equivalent to the set of the following Datalog program clauses

r(x, y) ∧B1(y)→ A(x)
r(x, y) ∧B1(y) ∧ r(u, x)→ A(u)
r(x, y) ∧B2(y) ∧ r(y, z)→ A(x)

r(x, y) ∧B2(y) ∧ r(y, z) ∧ r(u, x)→ A(u)

C

Lemma 2. Let T be an EDHL TBox. Then π(T ) is equivalent to a Datalog program,
denote by π2(T ), which can effectively be computed.

Proof. For each EDHL terminological axiom C v D of T , eliminate > from π(C v D)
and transform the formula to conjunctive normal form and then to an equivalent finite
set of Datalog program clauses. This is possible because:

– πx(C) and πx(D) are positive formulas (i.e. without ¬, →, ≡).
– All quantifiers introduced for πx(C) are existential.
– All quantifiers introduced for πx(D) are universal.
– πx(D) does not contain the connective ∨.
– Range-restrictedness is guaranteed because either C = > and D is of the form ∀R.D′,

or > occurs in C only in the form ∃R.>. C

Using the translation π2 for EDHL TBoxes, a knowledge base (R, T ,A) in EDHL is
translated into the Datalog program π(R) ∪ π2(T ) ∪ π(A).



Example 3. Consider the knowledge base given in Example 1. It is a knowledge base in
EDHL. Translating this knowledge base into a Datalog program we obtain the facts from
A and the following program clauses:

L(x, y)→ S(x, y)
R(x, y)→ S(x, y)
T (x, x)
S(y, x) ∧ T (y, z) ∧ S(z, u)→ T (x, u)

T (x, y) ∧ S(y, z)→ inner level(x)
middle level(x) ∧ T (x, y)→ middle level(y)
root(x)→ on left path(x)
L(y, x) ∧ on left path(y)→ on left path(x)

C

The size of an ABox A is the number of assertions in A. The size of a finite set of
formulas is defined to be the length of the conjunction of its formulas.

The data complexity of the instance checking problem (R, T ,A) |= C(a) is measured
w.r.t. the size of A. Here, R, T , C and a are fixed and compose the query, while A varies
as input data.

Here is the main result of this section:

Theorem 1. Let (R, T ,A) be a knowledge base in EDHL, C ∈ Cb, and a be an individ-
ual. Then checking (R, T ,A) |= C(a) can be done in polynomial time in the size of A.
That is, the instance checking problem in EDHL has PTime data complexity.

Proof. Let query be a new concept name and let T∗ = T ∪ {C v query}. We have that
(R, T ,A) |= C(a) iff (R, T∗,A) |= query(a). To deal with the settings of data complexity
of Datalog we classify concept names and role names as intensional predicates. For each
intensional predicate p, let p′ be a new predicate, classified as an extensional predicate.
Let

R′ = R∪ {r′ v r | r is a role name}

T ′ = T∗ ∪ {A′ v A | A is a concept name}

A′ = {A′(a) | A(a) ∈ A} ∪ {r′(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A} ∪ {r′(b, a) | r−(a, b) ∈ A}

It is easy to see that (R, T∗,A) |= query(a) iff (R′, T ′,A′) |= query(a). Now, translating
the knowledge base (R′, T ′,A′) into predicate logic, we obtain a knowledge base KB
consisting of the extensional part A′ and the intensional part π(R′) ∪ π2(T ′), which is a
Datalog program. By Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that (R, T ,A) |= C(a) iff query(a) is a
logical consequence in predicate logic of the knowledge base KB. As the data complexity
of Datalog is in PTime (see, e.g., [1]), checking whether query(a) is a logical consequence
of KB can be done in polynomial time in the size of the extensional part A′, which is of
the same rank as the size of A. This completes the proof. C

5 Datalog-Like Knowledge Bases Using EDHL

In the CARIN approach [10], a knowledge base contains three components, the first one
is a description-logic terminology, the second one is a set of first-order Horn rules, and



the third one is a set of ground facts. This is a combination of description logic and first-
order Horn logic. Following this approach, in this section we extend EDHL with Datalog
programs. This allows us to represent knowledge about the domain not only in terms of
concepts and roles but also using predicates of any arity. We call the extended formalism
EDHL-Datalog.

A knowledge base in EDHL-Datalog is a tuple (R, T ,P,A), where R is an RBox, T
is an EDHL TBox, P is a Datalog program, and A is a set of ground facts (i.e. ground
atomic formulas). The logic program P defines ordinary predicates that are neither a
concept name nor a role name. Only ordinary predicates can appear in the heads of the
program clauses of P. The program may use concept names as unary predicates and role
names as binary predicates in the bodies of its program clauses. The set A can be divided
into A′ and A′′, where A′ is an ABox of concept assertions and role assertions, and A′′
contains assertions about ordinary predicates. Thus, the knowledge base can be regarded
as composed from two layers: the bottom layer (R, T ,A′) is an EDHL knowledge base
about terminology, the top layer P∪A′′ is a Datalog program defining ordinary predicates.

A query to a knowledge base (R, T ,P,A) in EDHL-Datalog is specified by a formula
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), where ϕ is a conjunction of function-free atomic formulas and x1, . . . , xk
are all the variables occurring in ϕ. Any predicate (a concept name, a role name or an
ordinary predicate) may appear in ϕ. An answer to the query is a tuple of constants or
individuals (a1, . . . , ak) such that (R, T ,P,A) |= ϕ(a1, . . . , ak) (i.e., ϕ(a1, . . . , ak) is true
in every model of R, T , P, A).

Example 4. Here is a simple knowledge base in EDHL-Datalog involving car insurance
discounts, with

R = ∅

T = {∃has child.> v parent,
parent umale v father,
parent u female v mother}

P = {father(x) ∧ has child(x, y) ∧ age(y, k) ∧ k ≤ 3→ discount(x, 10),
mother(x) ∧ has child(x, y) ∧ age(y, k) ∧ k ≤ 3→ discount(x, 15)}

A = {female(Jane),male(Mike),male(Peter),
has child(Jane,Peter), has child(Mike,Peter), age(Peter, 2)}

where ≤ is a special predicate with the usual semantics. The query discount(x, y) to this
knowledge base has answers (Jane, 15) and (Mike, 10). (The discounts are in percentage.)

C

Observe that, given a knowledge base (R, T ,P,A) in EDHL-Datalog and a query
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), if we add the following Datalog program clause

∀x1 . . . ∀xk [ϕ(x1, . . . , xk)→ query(x1, . . . , xk) ],

where query is a new predicate, to the component P to obtain P ′ then (R, T ,P,A) |=
ϕ(a1, . . . , ak) iff (R, T ,P ′,A) |= query(a1, . . . , ak). Thus, we can assume that a query is
specified by an atomic formula query(x1, . . . , xk).

For convenience in referring to the data complexity and computational methods of
Datalog, we classify each predicate either as extensional or as intensional, and consider



only knowledge bases (R, T ,P,A) in EDHL-Datalog such that only extensional predicates
occur in A and only intensional predicates occur in the heads of axioms/clauses of R, T
and P (i.e., the right hand side of v or →). Note that every knowledge base in EDHL-
Datalog can be transformed to this form by introducing new predicates and using the
replacement technique as done in the proof of Theorem 1.

The data complexity of a query query(x1, . . . , xk) w.r.t. a knowledge base (R, T ,P,A)
in EDHL-Datalog is the complexity, measured in the size of A, of finding all answers for
the query. Here, R, T , P and the predicate query are fixed and specify the query, while
A varies as input data.

Translating a knowledge base (R, T ,P,A) in EDHL-Datalog into predicate logic we
obtain a knowledge base KB consisting of the Datalog program π(R) ∪ π2(T ) ∪ P as
the intensional part and the set A as the extensional part. Observe that (R, T ,P,A) |=
query(a1, . . . , ak) iff query(a1, . . . , ak) is a logical consequence in predicate logic of KB.
This can be proved analogously as for Lemma 1, using the fact that π2(T ) ≡ π(T ). Since
Datalog has PTime data complexity, we immediately obtain the following result:

Theorem 2. Finding all answers for a query to a knowledge base (R, T ,P,A) in EDHL-
Datalog can be done in polynomial time in the size of A. That is, the data complexity of
EDHL-Datalog is in PTime.

To find answers for a query query(x1, . . . , xk) to the knowledge base KB mentioned
above, efficient computational methods of Datalog can be used, e.g., the top-down method
QSQR or the bottom-up method based on the magic-set transformation and the improved
semi-naive evaluation (see, e.g., [1]).

6 A Further Extension with Function Symbols

In this section we introduce and study a formalism called the general description Horn
logic GDHL, which extends EDHL-Datalog by allowing the constructor ∃R.C to appear
in the right hand side of terminological inclusion axioms and using definite logic programs
instead of Datalog programs.

Let C′h be the family of concepts formed using the following BNF grammar:

Ch ::= A | Ch u Ch | ∃R.> | ∃R.C | ∀R.Ch
Let C′b be the family of concepts formed using the following BNF grammar:

Cb ::= > | A | Cb u Cb | Cb t Cb | ∃R.Cb
A GDHL terminological axiom has the form Cb v Ch, where Cb ∈ C′b and Ch ∈ C′h.

Note that every EDHL terminological axiom is a GDHL terminological axiom, but not
vice versa.

A GDHL TBox is a finite set of GDHL terminological axioms.
A knowledge base in GDHL is a tuple (R, T ,P), where R is an RBox, T is a GDHL

TBox, and P is a definite logic program, which may use concept names as unary predicates
and role names as binary predicates (only) in the bodies of its program clauses.

A query to a knowledge base (R, T ,P) in GDHL is specified by a formula
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), where ϕ is a conjunction of atomic formulas and x1, . . . , xk are all the
variables occurring in ϕ. Note that ϕ may use function symbols and any predicates (in-
cluding concept names and role names). A correct answer to the query is a substitution
θ for (some of) the variables occurring in ϕ such that the formula ϕθ is true in every
model of R, T and P.



Example 5. Consider the knowledge base in GDHL specified by:

R = ∅

T = {∃has child.> v parent,
parent v ∃has child.>,
parent umale v father,
parent u female v mother}

P = {father(x) ∧ has child(x, y) ∧ age(y, k) ∧ leq(k, s3(0))→ discount(x, 10),
mother(x) ∧ has child(x, y) ∧ age(y, k) ∧ leq(k, s3(0))→ discount(x, 15),
age(x, k) ∧ leq(s26(0), k)→ discount(x, 5),
has child(x, y)→ discount(x, 5),
leq(0, x),
leq(x, y)→ leq(s(x), s(y))}

A = {female(Jane),male(Mike),male(Peter),
has child(Jane,Peter), has child(Mike,Peter),
age(Jane, s28(0)), age(Mike, s30(0)), age(Peter, s2(0)),
parent(Renate)}

This knowledge base is an extension of the one given in Example 4. We use sk(0), the term
obtained by k applications of the function symbol s to 0, to represent natural number
k. We use this representation for age in order to make comparison via leq formal. The
3rd clause of P states that anyone not younger than 26 has a discount of 5 percent. The
4th clause of P states that everyone whose has children also has a discount of 5 percent.
(Discounts are not summed.) The query discount(x, y) to this knowledge base has answers
(Jane, 15), (Mike, 10), (Jane, 5), (Mike, 5) and (Renate, 5). C

For a GDHL TBox T , by π3(T ) we denote the set of formulas obtained from π(T ) by
eliminating > (in an appropriate way) and transforming the set to conjunctive normal
form. (Note that Skolemization may be needed.)

Lemma 3. For a GDHL TBox T , π3(T ) is a definite logic program.

Proof. Just note that, in a GDHL terminological axiom, the constructor t is disallowed
in the right hand side of v, and the constructor ∀R.C is disallowed in the left hand side
of v. C

Example 6. Reconsider Example 1. The following GDHL terminological axiom states that
the considered tree is a full binary tree (to a certain level).

∃T.∃S.> v (∃L.> u ∃R.>)

Translating this axiom into program clauses using π3 results in

T (x, y) ∧ S(y, z)→ L(x, f(x))
T (x, y) ∧ S(y, z)→ R(x, g(x))

where f and g are Skolem function symbols. C



Proposition 1. Let (R, T ,P) be a knowledge base in GDHL and let ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) be a
query. Then π(R) ∪ π3(T ) ∪ P is a definite logic program, and θ is a correct answer for
ϕ w.r.t. the knowledge base iff ϕθ is a logical consequence in predicate logic of π(R) ∪
π3(T ) ∪ P.

Proof. By Lemma 3, π(R) ∪ π3(T ) ∪ P is a definite logic program. Similarly as for the
proof of Lemma 1, an interpretation I is a model of R, T and P iff it is a model of
π(R) ∪ π(T ) ∪ P. Each model I of π(R) ∪ π(T ) ∪ P corresponds to a model I ′ of
π(R) ∪ π3(T ) ∪ P that differs from I only on Skolem function symbols. The converse is
also true. Therefore, ϕθ is true in every model ofR, T and P iff ϕθ is a logical consequence
of π(R) ∪ π3(T ) ∪ P. C

By the above proposition, to find answers for a query ϕ to a knowledge base (R, T ,P)
in GDHL one can find answers for the query ϕ w.r.t. the definite logic program π(R) ∪
π3(T )∪P. For this task, one can use SLD-resolution in combination with tabulation and
iterative deepening search w.r.t. the nesting depth of function symbols. Such a method,
based on the QSQR evaluation, was proposed in [12]. It uses set-oriented operations to
efficiently deal with large sets of facts stored in secondary storage. When restricting the
nesting depth of function symbols and arities of predicate symbols and function symbols
by a constant, the mentioned task can be done in polynomial time.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we first extended the fragment DHL [5] of the description logic SHI to the
fragment EDHL of the description logic ALCIcf and showed that the instance checking
problem in EDHL has PTime data complexity. Similarly as for DHL, EDHL does not
allow the constructor ∃R.C in the right hand side of terminological inclusion axioms and
does not allow the constructor ∀R.C in the left hand side of terminological inclusion
axioms. But in contrast to DHL [5] and Horn-SHIQ [7], EDHL allows not only role
hierarchies and transitive roles but also arbitrary complex role axioms, and in contrast
with the work [14] and the fragment with PTime data complexity studied in [9], EDHL
allows inverse roles and arbitrary (context-free) RBoxes, which need not to be regular.

Next, we combined EDHL with Datalog to obtain the query language EDHL-Datalog
with PTime data complexity. We presented a transformation that translates a query
to a knowledge base in EDHL-Datalog into a query to a knowledge base in Datalog.
This allows one to compute queries in EDHL-Datalog by using efficient computational
methods of Datalog. Despite that EDHL-Datalog is not more expressive than Datalog,
it is more convenient than Datalog for Semantic Web, because it allows one to represent
the terminological part of the knowledge base in a description-logic language (without
explicit variables).

Finally, we extended EDHL-Datalog to the general description Horn logic GDHL by
allowing the constructor ∃R.C to appear in the right hand side of terminological inclusion
axioms and using definite logic programs instead of Datalog programs. Answering a query
to a knowledge base in GDHL is reduced to answering a query to a definite logic program,
for which advanced methods can be used.

The proofs given in this paper are rather straightforward. Our main contributions,
however, are the formulation of the three important and useful extensions EDHL, EDHL-
Datalog and GDHL of DHL. Each of these extensions is more expressive and more con-
venient than the previous formalism. None of them was studied before.



As future work, we will extend EDHL and EDHL-Datalog by allowing number re-
strictions and negation to appear in the left hand side of terminological inclusion axioms,
allowing negation to appear in the bodies of program clauses, and using stratified model
semantics or well-founded semantics to deal with negation.
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